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MOAB INTRODUCES Slickrock Metallic Silver 300 
The first instant-dry, true-metallic inkjet paper 

 

 

New York, NY (March 11, 2013) – Moab, a division of Legion Paper, the nation’s premier 

paper company dedicated to the art of the fine print, is excited to introduce a new 

member to the Slickrock family, Slickrock Metallic Silver 300. 

 

The new Slickrock Metallic Silver 300 is an ultra shiny, true metallic inkjet paper with a 

unique instant dry coating for jaw –dropping image reproduction. Slickrock Metallic 

Silver 300 adds unprecedented depth to an image featuring exceptional reflective 

shine never seen before. This metal-like surface produces images that jump off the 

paper and can be handled immediately after printing 

 

Designed for photographers seeking to push their images to the limit with a metallic and 

dimensional look, Slickrock Metallic Silver 300 will shimmer in your galleries, studios, and 

art venues. Landscapes and portraits alike will pop on this new paper producing deep 

dark blacks with bright metallic highlights. 

 

Reminiscent of the ultra-smooth and slick sandstone surface of the famous bike trail that 

loops through the desert plains of Moab, Slickrock Metallic Silver 300 captures the 

original beauty of an image adding a twist of silver enhancement. 

 

The new Slickrock Metallic silver 300 is available in 25 sheet boxes sized 8.5”x11”, 

13”x19”, A2 and A4 - and rolls sized 17, 24 and 44 inches wide by 50 feet long. For more 

information, and free ICC profiles, please visit www.moabpaper.com. 
 
 
About Moab by Legion Paper 

Founded in Moab, UT, the Moab brand is dedicated to the innovation of products designed for the 

photography market. The Moab by Legion brand represents the digital imaging arm of Legion Paper.  

Legion Paper is the largest supplier of Fine Art, Museum Mounting Board, Decorative and Digital Art Papers 

in North America, stocking over 3500 papers from over 50 mills worldwide and supplying artists since 1994. 

The company works closely with their suppliers to develop unique products and have assembled the finest 

collection of papers ever offered by one company dedicated to fine art papers. Legion Paper remains 

steadfast in its commitment to customer service and the ability to stock its full range in both its East & West 

Coast warehouses. 
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